HOW TO WORK WITH YOUR COURSE TO ENSURE
YOU WILL SUCCESSFULLY ACHIEVE WHAT YOU WANT
We at Sally Stubbs Ltd are here for you.
Guiding you to achieve your own outstanding potential.
Providing the best, ‘clean’, easy methods for you to Empower Your Self.
Enabling You to - Get to Your Goal.
Hi, I’m Sally,
A very warm welcome to you.
Thank you for being interested in my Course, for
allowing me to ‘walk beside you’ supporting and
guiding you on this journey to your personal success
and permanent resolution of your problem.
We are about to spend an easy, effortless, relaxed,
interesting and successful half an hour a day for
forty days together. So, I feel it’s only right that you
know something about me & ‘where I’m coming
from’!
In the late 1970’s I had ‘all’ the mind-emotional
problems, the stressing, worrying, fears, not
sleeping, not being able to say ‘No’, and internalised anger too.
I tried loads of different therapies none of which made any of the real changes I so badly
wanted.
I had a ‘burning’ need at that time to discover for myself what would authentically work to
enable my mind to find permanent cure. I had an instinctive certainty which was: my mind
had the answers, the solutions and resolutions.
It has been an amazing journey of immeasurable discovery. I did it. I studied and qualified in
1982 and my search has continued so that I can now share with you how your unique mind
can and will find your own permanent resolutions. I’ve rigorously researched, refined and
developed my Rapha™ Audio Therapy for you; I ‘journey’ beside you, certain that you will
achieve your Goal.
I have a mission for all of us to end mind-emotional suffering & ‘pain’, to end the ‘emotional
ground-hog day’ of the ‘same damn thing over & over again’, and to ‘move on’ into a
fulfilled, satisfying & happy future.
So let’s get started, it’s not hard!

My bio and qualifications
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How to Use the 15 Audio Tracks
Here’s what we will be doing together in the next 40 days or so, for around an effortless half
hour a day, to ensure you will resolve your problem, permanently.
Unless you’ve already done one of my other Courses you will not be familiar with my method of
Working because my Rapha™ System is unique.
So please read the brief notes that follow to ensure you make the most of your time & get the
maximum out of your Course.
It will help the process of attaining your goal if you make notes and maybe drawings. Refer to
them and revise whatever is appropriate as you progress.
Read more about The Significance of 40 Days

Day One to Day Ten
CD One Tracks One & Two - Assignment One, Goal Setting
Track One - ‘What Do You Want to Achieve’

This first stage is important because if we do not know our desired destination, the details of
the changes, our personal reasons & purposes to be successful, like any journey, we will never
get there!
Track One is teaching and guiding you how to Define and Refine your goal. Take around 10
minutes each day for these first 10 days to work on your Goal.
Make your notes and refer to them as you advance through the course, for instance add your
reasons and purposes, to Achieve Your Goal, to your notes.
Your reasons are developed from your logical thoughts; your purposes are your passions to
successfully achieve your goal.
Now you might logically be thinking; “the reasons are obvious, I want to be in control.”
But add the ‘why’ component to the reasons & purposes mix:
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These are my generalised, over view examples only. In your notes write your own specific
details of your reasons and purposes, and don’t bother too much about whether they are
reasons or purposes, just make your list: GOAL: I want to be in control of my life.






My reasons & purposes to be in control of my life would first be: I will be so much
happier.
My family & friends will be so relieved that I’m happier. That will make me even
happier.
Important people in my life will stop avoiding me.
I will feel accepted & grow my sense of actually liking me – being more ’who I was born
to be’!
I will think more clearly about my life & be more peaceful, productive & adventurous!

Some (or none) of these may apply to you, but be sure to keep honing Your Goal to get all the
subtleties & details of your reasons and purposes included.

CD One: Track Two: - First Metaphorical Story
During this Period of Defining & Refining your Goal it is vitally important to also listen to the
information on Track Two.
This Story lasts around 20 minutes and you should also listen to this track each day for the first
10 days.
You will relax & automatically learn new and permanent ways of being by listening to my
metaphorical story.
(Learn more about metaphors)
Although easy to listen to, the stories won’t necessarily make sense to your conscious mind;
they are not meant to!
My metaphors are communicating with your unconscious mind, assisting your unconscious to
discover your own inner solutions, resolutions, and accessing your unique strengths &
resources.
All you need to do with your Stories, is relax & listen – your wise resourceful unconscious mind
will do the ‘work’ for you.

CD One: Track Three - ‘A Soothing Relaxation’
Listen anytime you’d like to feel soothed during your personal relaxation time.
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Day Eleven to Day Twenty
CD Two Tracks One & Two - Assignment Two; Motivation Activation
Track One - ‘Get Motivated’
You have started your Course so I know you have motivation and you have clearly defined your
reasons and purposes for successfully completing it in Assignment One.
Now is the time to Work on honing and directing your Motivation to achieve the results you
want.
On this Track I coach you to have outstanding and focused Motivation!
Follow the instructions on this Track and take around 10 minutes each day of this 10 day Period
to develop and target your Motivation.

CD Two: Track Two: - Second Metaphorical Story
This is the second of your metaphorical stories, so get into the now familiar ‘zone’ and let your
unconscious do the work as you relax for around 20 minutes.
Also listen to this Track each day for this second 10 day Period to allow your unconscious to
fully absorb the Motivation Boosting information and make the necessary changes.
Review your notes; do you need to revise anything? Go ahead refine them if necessary.

CD Two: Track Three: - ‘A Floating Relaxation.’
This track is not part of your course; I have included it for you to listen to whenever you need to
just ‘float’ off for a while.

Day Twenty One to Day Thirty
CD Three Tracks One & Two - Assignment Three; Dissolve Negative
Beliefs
Track One - ‘Change Your Negative Self Beliefs’

You have had a life time of thinking in certain ways, some of which have not necessarily
benefited you and now, through this work, your unconscious is going through the process of
changing them.
We all have an innate desire to hold on to the familiar, so consequently about this stage of the
Course, it is not unusual to find a resistance to changing negative self-beliefs starting to creep in
which could block your way to success.
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On this Track I teach you the processes to enable you to recognise and easily dissolve any such
barriers to reaching your goal.
Work for around 10 minutes a day with this track each day for this the third 10 day Period for
the dissolution of your negative beliefs.

CD Three: Track Two: - Metaphorical Story Three
This is the third of your metaphorical stories, so get into the ‘zone’ and let your unconscious do
the work as you relax for around 20 minutes or so.
Listen to this Track as well each day for this third 10 day Period to allow your unconscious to
fully absorb the information and ‘blow away’ any negativity which might have you clinging to
those old familiar, but unhelpful ways of behaving. Enjoy the ride!
Keep reviewing your notes; do you need to revise anything? Go ahead refine them if necessary.

CD Three: Track Three: - ‘A Calming Relaxation’
Again this is not part of your course. Listen to it anytime you just want to ‘chill out’ and have
some really calm relaxation time for yourself.

Day Thirty One to Day Forty
CD Four Tracks One & Two - Assignment Four; Build Your Positive
Beliefs
Track One - ‘You Will Achieve Your Desired State’

Having worked in the last Period of your transformation on changing any negative self-beliefs
that might have emerged, in this Period we Work to firmly establish your new positive selfbeliefs.
On Assignment Four I coach you how to achieve this, so again, work with this Track for around
10 minutes a day for each of the 10 days of this Period.

CD Four: Track Two: - Metaphorical Story Four
This, the fourth metaphorical story is written to enhance the development of your new positive
self-beliefs.
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Also listen to this 20 minute track for each of the 10 days of this the fourth period.
Feel the changes take place. Notice them and really enjoy your development.
You can revisit any Track at any time to get a booster to ensure you do not fall back into your
old ways.
And now you have completed your Course to rid yourself of your problem. Excellent.

CD Four: Track Three: - ‘An Expansive Relaxation’
Listen whenever you want brand new ideas and enhance your personal chill out time.

CD Five: Three More Self Strengthening, Self-Healing Stories
And, for when you have completed your 40 Day Journey with me – CD 5 has Three Support
Stories to assist you, if you need, to firmly establish your changes & your new ways of thinking,
feeling & being – happy & productive in your own ‘skin’.
Use these any time you like, for as long as you like.

Briefly about your Four Relaxation Tracks
I have included four tracks for you to use purely to enhance your relaxation.
(Track 3 on CD 1, 2, 3 & 4)
They are not part of your course; I have included them for you to listen to these whenever you
want, as long as it is safe to do so of course!
When our mind is relaxed, we are relaxed and our mind makes its own discoveries, finds new
ways of thinking & feeling.
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About My Metaphorical Stories
All my stories are a Heroes journey; they are representing your problem, your difficulty, or
uncertainty, your ‘inner’ battles. My stories provide an expansive and safe place for you to
discover your own inimitable potential to journey, as the ‘hero within you’, to your success.
All my stories are metaphorical.
Metaphors are stories with many levels of significance. When the story is elegantly told the
conscious mind is distracted and the unconscious mind is stimulated into a search for meaning,
for choices available, for solutions and resolutions and for inner resources and strengths.
To create a successful metaphor, one that will point the way to resolving a problem, the
relationships between the elements of the story need to be parallel to the relationships
between the elements of the problem. The metaphor will then resonate in the unconscious and
mobilise your unique unconscious resources. The unconscious gets the message and starts to
make the necessary changes, in exactly the right way for you as a unique individual.
Back in the farthest memories of human existence metaphor has been used as a means of
changing ideas, behaviours and ways of being to enable us to give up who we were and who we
have become, so that we can become who we were born to be. Philosophers, prophets and
wise men have intuitively known the power of metaphor as a mechanism for affecting and
resolving limiting problematical behaviour.
As you are now reading what I have to say, you are faced with the delightful opportunity to
listen to my voice telling you metaphorical stories which I have totally & thoroughly enjoyed
writing well & recording for you.
You are at a crossroads.
You will be listening to my voice telling you stories which will expand the range of your skills,
affect your positive ideas and beliefs, access your hidden or buried inner productive and
creative resources and strengths to change your behaviour in ways that will be life enhancing,
empowering and uplifting for you.
When you reach any crossroads there is an opportunity for you to move in a new direction, but
there can be the thought that a promise of a more beautiful destination is only an illusion,
drifting in the winds of time…..
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However my stories are enjoyable adventures in your inner world that will be seen, heard and
felt uniquely by you, and your beautiful destination will not be illusory but become a reality.
And even more importantly, will bring about the inner changes you desire.
Dr Milton Erickson, who is considered the Master of Metaphor, said: “What you don’t realise is
that most of your life is unconsciously determined.”
By that he meant that our lives are driven by habitual behaviours and beliefs, mostly learnt
from others, that don’t serve us well anymore.
The fabulous thing is that the unconscious can and paradoxically wants to change. The change
is accomplished most effectively and permanently when our focus is on dissolving those
habituated behaviours and beliefs.
We then positively influence these unconscious learnt patterns which include negative values,
non-productive beliefs and frames of reference which are obstructive to growth and freedom.
These changes will be the result of your goal setting and listening to my metaphorical stories.
The stories are told in such a way as to facilitate you to experience a light trance state or a state
of relaxation. With positive expectations, in a light trance, your unconscious is open to the
messages and beneficial influences communicated in my stories.
Story telling follows an ancient tradition. Since time immemorial stories have been used as a
way of conveying values and accessing inner abilities and resources. A straight suggestion or
‘preaching’ will nearly always be dismissed, but guidance to new ways of thinking, believing &
feeling will be acceptable when embedded in a story that is intriguing, amusing and interesting.
My stories utilise many effective strategies including humour and interesting information.
Trance, experienced as comfortable relaxation, is the state in which learning and openness to
change will occur.
It does not refer to an induced somnolent state. You are not ‘put under’ by my story telling; you
are not ‘out of control’. Light trance is a natural state experience by everyone. Our most
familiar experience of trance takes place when we day dream.
In light trance you are close to “Unconscious Learning” – because you are less involved with
thoughts and day to day issues.
Consequently you will accept the resourceful ideas in my stories with less a critical sense, but if
any of those ideas happen to conflict with your values, acceptance by you will not occur.
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As my Stories help you to enter a light trance, a feeling of relaxation, I simply captivate your
attention and direct you ‘inwards’, assisting and guiding you on an inner search to explore and
discover new, valuable inner responses.
Your new responses will be related to your present needs and expectations.
My stories follow archetypal patterns as seen in legend and myths. They include the theme of a
quest, the ‘heroes’ journey’; your unconscious mind associates your quest, to resolve an inner
problem or conflict, with the solutions and resolutions of the successful quest of the story.
Still you might wonder how listening to a story, even in a light trance, or relaxed state, can help
you permanently change, become more constructive and have self-reinforcing feelings,
thoughts, beliefs and experiences?
What begins to happen is that the wisdom and benevolence of your unconscious mind
identifies with one or more of the characters and heroes who deal successfully with difficult
challenges. You will experience the character or hero’s sense of accomplishment as your own
and you become ‘transformed’. Added to your memories will be the feelings of success and the
deep inner expectation of further successes.
You will find healthy emotional and intellectual sustenance in my stories.
The stories also help you to get in touch with your own unutilised knowledge and you begin to
incorporate these forgotten and valuable learning’s into your everyday behaviour in a way that
will be good, productive and right for you.
As a unique individual you are important, you can better yourself, and have incomparable
possibilities for growth.
Your unconscious mind will be influenced by the positive input in the stories which are
optimistic and supportive of growth. They evoke new feelings and offer new experiences. The
ultimate philosophy of my stories is one of a celebration of life.
These views will reach you on many levels, and you will become deeply aware of new
possibilities which you are free to accept or reject.
Countless people who have heard my stories find themselves functioning with increased
freedom and creativity which comes from their inner psychological change.
We can better understand these changes if we consider that the stories and their characters
are representing inner psychological structures.
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For example, positive ‘parents’ in the stories can represent mentors, learned teachers and
sources of love and support.
As you progress through the Course, how you ‘parent’ yourself will become more and more
supportive and respectful of yourself.
Your inner ‘parenting’ voices, that ‘noise’ we hear all the time, will transform.
A child in the story can represent your ‘child within’; inexperienced, eager to learn but not
knowing how to; spontaneous but with a limited range of behaviours and responses.
As you listen to the stories and identify with the vulnerable character, the ‘child within’ you will
begin to feel hopeful. As you take in how the vulnerable character, in the story overcomes
blockages to growth and freedom – so the ‘child’ within you will safely experience growth and
freedom.
I wish you growth and freedom in a way that will be self-reinforcing of you.
“You have everything you need; a miraculous body, a phenomenal brain, and a vast and
powerful unconscious mind. Now it’s just a matter of focusing them in the right direction”
Marc Allen – New World Library.
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The Significance of 40 Days
(Go Back to Page 3)

I recommended you take approximately half an hour a day for forty days to complete your
Audio Course - which is absolutely no time at all when you consider how long it takes to
develop a problem and that the alternative to treating it properly is a life-time of unnecessary
suffering.
You may have seen other therapies that claim to solve your problem in less time than this?
These are quick - fixes that will just scratch the surface of your problem. They may temporarily
mask the issue but masking isn't the answer!
What you need and deserve is a permanent cure and permanent cure takes time.
Just 30 minutes a day for forty days. It's fine if you need to miss a day - you can do a little more
on the next day to compensate.
Rapha™ Therapy is all about getting the transformation message through to your unconscious
mind that will enable you to ditch your demons - forever!
Rapha Therapy doesn't rush or corner you or make you feel uncomfortable; it works with you,
assisting you to discover inner strengths and resources bringing complete resolution to your
problem - to feel good from the inside out!
Rapha Therapy - Cures that Endure!
They say Life Begins at Forty!
In Jungian terms forty days has a deep meaning with the collective unconscious.

Forty is a Life Force
It came to me how deeply unconsciously we connect with the number forty.
It takes forty days from conception to a foetus becoming fully formed, and forty weeks for an
entire pregnancy, from conception to birth.
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So, from the conception of a need and a want to resolve a problem we can psychologically and
emotionally give birth to our own ‘new life’, and celebrate our ‘new life’ flourishing in forty
days.
Then there is Noah’s Ark, it rained for forty days and forty nights. The Ark features in the
traditions of a number of Abrahamic religions including Judaism, Islam, Christianity and others.
A theological interpretation is that the Ark is offering salvation to man.
So, what could that mean to you emotionally and psychologically? Salvation can mean
recovery, or freedom from a problem state. In just forty days.
In some Buddhist traditions: After forty days the Buddha attained enlightenment.
In Hebrew tradition a simple understanding of the Torah is that Moses spent forty days in
Heaven to receive the Torah.
Islam: It is traditional to spend forty days in mourning in many Islamic cultures. Muhammad
was forty years old when he first received the revelation delivered by Gabriel.
Hinduism: Like other great religions Hindu’s have specific rituals for honouring their deceased.
Depending on the community, traditionally there are forty days of mourning, after which the
grieving family reintegrate with their society.
Some Russian cultures believe the spirits of the dead linger at the site of their death for forty
days. The family and community honour the spirit for those forty days.
Ancient Egyptian culture: Forg Yuugioh – after forty days suffering will be removed. Egyptians
also recognised the period of forty days of preparation for journeying into a new life.
And there is so much more to the importance of forty in our collective unconscious.

It makes good sense!
Start your half an hour a day for forty days treatment now. Cure your problem and achieve
your goal.
All you need is a little fortitude - and YOU have got it!
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You'll Need to Know About Me for Your Peace of Mind.
I am really passionate about helping you to help yourself.
You are in safe hands with me.
My products are outstanding quality which I have developed and refined over many years.
This is not 'fast food therapy', or 'papering over the cracks' for a quick fix.
I do not employ the strategies of the traditional CBT, NLP, EFT (tapping) which, at best, will
provide only temporary relief.
I have devoted over 30 years to Curing Problems not pampering them!
Use my Rapha Hypnosis Therapy Cures and permanently free yourself from your problem state.
I believe in you and in your ability to cure your own problem with the help of my audio
treatments.
That is exactly what my Courses will achieve for you.

Credentials
I am a registered Psychotherapist & Hypnotherapist with advanced training in
psychotherapeutic and hypnotherapeutic cutting edge strategies, which I have used to develop
the Rapha™ Therapy Audio Treatments.
I am a registered Member of the National Council of Psychotherapists (Snr. Accred.*) and a
lifetime fellow and diploma member of The Academy of Curative Hypnotherapists: of which I
was a founder member. (FACH, DACH)
(* Senior Accredited Member is the most senior grade of practitioner awarded by the National Council of
Psychotherapists, NCP)

I am registered with the UK government recognised Complimentary & Natural Healthcare
Council (CNHC)
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However I consider my credentials are not just the letters after my name, but more importantly
my achievements during my extensive career, guiding and assisting thousands of people worldwide to permanently resolve and cure their psychological & emotional problems and to
successfully achieve their goals.
What’s really important however is that I, through my Rapha Therapy Audio Treatments,
enable You to Empower Yourself.
Rapha™ Hypnosis is curative therapy, that is to say it cures your problem permanently!

Biography
With over 30 years of continuous and continuing education in my field - my work is my passion.
I have been privileged to study under some of the greatest teachers in my profession, Dr Ernest
Rossi who was Dr Milton Erickson’s amanuensis; I was also tutored by Dr S. Gilligan and David
Grove.
This has enabled me to incorporate great wisdoms and years of proven practice in
psychotherapy & hypnotherapy into Rapha Therapy and to use this wonderful knowledge in
helping you!
After qualifying as a Clinical Hypnotherapist & Psychotherapist I opened my full time private
practice in Cumbria in 1982.
During the 1990's I was consultant to the Cumbria Juvenile Justice Team, assisting 14 to 17 year
olds to stop offending. The team members I worked closely with claimed they had never met a
'bad' child, only children who were 'lost'.
Since qualifying I have been utilising this accumulated knowledge developing, writing and
producing my unique Rapha™ Therapeutic Courses.
In 2010 I wrote my first book, "If Life Gives You Lemons" ...... How the little word "If" has the
power to change our lives forever!

My Goal
To Assist You to Empower Yourself! This is the core of Rapha Hypnosis. Cures that Endure!
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So What is Rapha™ Therapy?
The significant difference between Rapha Therapy and other therapies is that Rapha Therapy is
a permanent cure.
It is not, like many other therapies, a series of management strategies to help you cope with
your problem.
Your problem may be long standing and although you want to be cured you know it will require
serious intervention before you can be rid of it.
Tapping - EFT, many NLP language systems, CBT and superficial ‘mind exercises’ just plaster
over the cracks and will not permanently free you.
You may have already tried these ‘toy techniques’, now you know you have to get really serious
to be completely well and unrestricted by your problem.
Traditional techniques employ strategies such as relaxation & visualisation during which, the
belief is, the unconscious mind will respond to direct suggestion.
It won’t, the unconscious does not respond to ‘preaching’.
Rapha Therapy Courses put you, (your conscious self) in touch with your unconscious self to
teach you how to revise your automatic (unconscious) ways of reacting.
Why? Because it is a fact that more than 90% of our daily life is driven by our unconscious
thoughts, beliefs and reactions, which we have learnt throughout the course of our life.
(Reference: Erickson, Jung, Einstein, Professor Lipton and many others.)
Because they are by definition unconscious, we, (the conscious we), need to be taught special
strategies to communicate with and resolve then revise these learnt, sometimes less than
useful, behaviours and replace them with new conduct appropriate to our life now.
Fundamentally Rapha Therapy heals through education.
It educates you in:
 The language that enables your conscious self to communicate with your unconscious
self.


The specific diplomacy skills required such that your unconscious will elegantly cast off
habits and learnt traits that no longer serve you.



How to develop and integrate new strategies which will be your revised unconscious,
now relevant, responses.
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Rapha Therapy is a safe but very serious tool. Hence you need to be prepared to Work with the
audio treatment, make your notes and maybe some drawings for around 30 minutes per day
for forty days to get to grips with your particular issue and cure yourself of it.
Permanently.
You owe it to yourself, and paradoxically to your problem, to treat it and yourself with all due
respect. No short cuts.
Here is a simple example by way of explanation, of an inappropriate unconscious response and
how these kinds of responses work ‘automatically’ in our life without us being able to rarely, if
ever, consciously resist.
If you consider this following simple example you will be able to apply it to many ‘problem’
states in which we experience an overriding automatic response, such as our stress response,
our automatic response to food, what has us reaching for a tobacco hit, that response which
disables us from good sleep and so on …..

Simple Example
Amy is in a new and happy relationship with Ted. They have been living contentedly and
lovingly together for a few months.
Amy has a history of her father often coming home late from his office.
Every time Amy’s Dad was late home from his office, the young Amy witnessed and felt the
furious and accusing responses from her Mum to her Dad.
Amy’s unconscious learnt that this is the appropriate behaviour when your man is late home.
Five months into Amy’s relationship living with Ted, he is late home.
She cannot get him on his mobile.
Amy’s conscious rational mind tries to consider that Ted is stuck in traffic, he has bumped into a
mate and hasn’t noticed the time, that the battery on his mobile is flat ….
But Amy’s unconscious mind automatically applies what she has learnt from her Mum’s
behaviour.
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He walks in 53 minutes later than his usual time to first of all Amy’s fury lashing out at him, and
then her withdrawal into some dark, moody, unreachable, ‘leave me alone’ state.
Ted was late home because he’d stopped off to buy Amy a surprise gift …….. Amy’s
reconciliation and apology takes time and unnecessary effort. For both of them!
And the next few times Ted is late home from work, stuck in traffic, a meeting running late …..
the same ‘damn thing’ happens again - and again. ….. Amy’s response of fury.
Amy needs the right strategies to communicate with her unconscious self – to be able to
unravel – and bring understanding that this automatic learnt response is not serving her
No matter how much Ted assures Amy that he loves her, that he is loyal, he is monogamous,
Amy’s unconscious won’t ‘get it’, not in a hundred years, until she learns how to communicate
correctly with her own unconscious and make the necessary fundamental changes she needs.
And if she doesn’t learn … the chances are Ted will get fed up and leave.
And there goes another relationship!! …. Sadly.
You can apply the fundamentals of unconscious learnt responses illustrated in this short story
to any problem you might have, from stopping smoking, to insomnia, to self-confidence, to
excess stress, in fact to all my therapeutic treatment courses.
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Rapha™ the Acronym
I developed an acronym for the term to further explain how the word Rapha applies in the
context of Rapha™ Therapy. (Rapha was the Lord of Healing)
RESILIENT – Dictionary definition – ‘Readily recovering from shock, depression etc, and become
buoyant’.
Enhanced by the informed action you will undertake when working with your Rapha Hypnosis
Audio Treatment, recovery will be your result.
AMALGAMATION – Dictionary definition – ‘Combine or unite to form one structure.’
In the Rapha System I combine and unite many and varied different proven therapeutic
disciplines learnt over 30 years in private practice and throughout my rigorous on-going
research including:








Clean Language developed and taught by David Grove
Ericksonian complex therapeutic techniques
Hypnotherapeutic strategies - Dr Ernest Rossi
Jungian psychology
Psychotherapy – Dr Stephen Gilligan
Other specialist techniques too numerous to list
My effective blend of thirty years’ experience curing a multiplicity of clients problems

PSYCHO-PHYSICAL – Dictionary definition – ‘The science of the relation between the mind and
the body’.
Using Rapha Hypnosis you explore your mind and relate the discoveries to your physical
wellbeing.
HEALING – Dictionary definition – ‘To cause a wound, disease or person to heal, be cured or
made sound again’.
When you work with one of the Rapha treatments, the healed ‘person’ will be you!
APPROACHES – Dictionary definition – ‘A way of dealing with a person individually’.

There you have it, RAPHA Therapy – Cures that Endure!
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Frequently Asked Questions
"Q: What is Rapha Hypnosis?”
A: Hypnosis is an altered state of consciousness which enables communication with the
unconscious mind.
For more than a century we have held onto the belief that the unconscious mind will respond
long term to direct suggestion (Ref: Dr J Braid, Dr S Freud).
Rapha Therapy techniques do not use direct suggestion because the unconscious mind will
‘ultimately reject authoritarian commands.’ (Ref: Dr M Erickson, Dr E Rossi, Dr J-M Charcot, Dr P
Janet).
Rapha Therapy cures permanently by guiding and assisting the unconscious to activate and
empower an individual’s own unique inner resources and inner strengths which have for
whatever reason become dormant.
Rapha Therapy is a journey of inner discovery to an individual’s own solutions and resolutions
to a problem.
Rapha Therapy, along with a multiplicity of other techniques, uses clinical hypnosis (also
referred to as curative or therapeutic hypnosis). It is NOT stage hypnotism; that is to say its
purpose is to cure not manipulate.
READ MORE ABOUT RAPHA THERAPY

Q: Is it safe?
A: Rapha Therapy is a caring and safe treatment.
Why can I categorically say that it is safe?
Because my strategies ensure that you feel validated at all times, that you feel and become
strengthened and more resourceful and that you do not access uncomfortable or difficult
memories.
The courses are structured such that the unconscious will reject anything that conflicts with a
person’s morally sound values whilst allowing constructive changes to take place.
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Q: Is it suitable for everyone?
A: YES, absolutely.
The strategies have primarily been developed for adults, but with the consent of their parent or
guardian children from age 7 can use them.
Children will respond well and safely to resolve problems such as confidence and self-esteem,
difficulty sleeping or over weight.

Q: Can I listen to my course while driving?
A: NO. Most of the tracks are relaxing and may put you into a trance-like state - a bit like daydreaming. Consequently you must not drive or operate machinery of any kind whilst listening to
the course.

Q: What happens if I actually fall asleep during my course?
A: It’s not a problem. Your unconscious mind will still be listening, however repeat the process
whilst awake. This will both reinforce the message and you will feel good too.
For your Assignments, which are Tracks 1 on CD 1, 2, 3 & 4, you should stay clearly focused and
make your notes.

Q: How do your courses really work to help me?
A: They get right down to the source or root of how the problem first started and resolve and
heal the cause.
They teach you how to access your dormant inner resources and strengths enabling you to
deconstruct the old destructive automatic ways of thinking, feeling, & believing and discover
new ways that serve you well.
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Q: How does the rest of the course really work to resolve my
problem?
A: I have studied some of the great minds in the research fields of psychology.
In particular the question: What do all successful people have in common?
They have the following four things in common, which I have incorporated into the courses:
1. They know their Goal.
They know what they want and they know the reasons why they want it, in detail.
Assignment One of each course focuses entirely on you deeply discovering, knowing
and accepting your own goal and your important reasons to achieve it. None of us will
ever change our behaviour without really good reasons.
2. They have the Motivation to achieve their goal
Assignment Two on each course teaches you how to get thoroughly Motivated. The
reasons and purpose to achieve any goal will assist driving your motivation.
3. They Believe they will achieve their goal.
There are no half measures with a belief. If only 90% of your mind believes you can walk
on fire - don’t try it – because you’ll get burnt. (You can feel that 10% of you shuddering
now!)
Assignment Three really gets into any negative thoughts you might be harbouring about
your goal, and guides you to deconstruct them.
They are probably not conscious beliefs, but will have been unconsciously learnt
through your life. This Assignment teaches you how to generate your full 100% belief in
a positive and fulfilling way, so that you will successfully achieve your goal.
4. They picture their goal as Already Achieved
Assignment Four guides you to review your goal, your motivation and your new beliefs.
It then takes you ahead in time fully associating you with your stated goal from the
wonderful place of being successful with the knowledge that your success will endure!
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Q: Why forty days?
A: A good question, to which of course there is a very good, well-considered and logical
answer. Briefly: the answer is because that’s how long it takes!
What you need and deserve is a permanent cure and permanent cure takes time.
You want to turn your life around and resolve a long term problem? – It takes forty days, trust
me.
After which your cure will last forever.
Forty Days is a Life Force
READ MORE ABOUT WHY 40 DAYS

Any other questions?
If you have any other questions, or if you would like a more detailed explanation of any of my
FAQ answers, please get in touch.

More Information
The Significance of Forty Days
Sally’s professional history and qualifications
Rapha™ Therapy Explained
FAQ’s
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Our Contact Details
Join our regular News Letter with frequent ‘Top Tips’ : -

News Letters

For general enquiries please e mail : -

support@sally-stubbs.com

For confidential contact with Sally : -

sally@sally-stubbs.com

For news about Sally Stubbs Ltd please visit: -

www.sally-stubbs.com and
www.rapha-hypnosis.com

Telephone contact: -

+44 (0) 17687 71377

Our Postal address: Bridge House.
The Forge
Keswick
Cumbria
CA12 4NX
United Kingdom
To assist you to easily & successfully achieve your goal – I will e mail you four or five times
during your course – with support, encouragement and top tips.
To receive these supportive e mails please go to: http://www.sally-stubbs.com/register-course.php and register as a ‘New Member’ or ‘Log-In’.
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The Complete Range of Rapha™ Therapy Courses Available
You will find more information about all my Rapha™ Courses on this link
Kick Your Annoying Habits: Change Your Thoughts, End Bad Habits
Don’t Wait to Lose Weight: Your Course to Weight Loss
Make Well Your Upset & Nervous Stomach
Cure Insomnia: Sleep Well
Enhance Your Happiness
Fix Your Phobia
Have Harmonious Relationships: With Yourself and Others
Have a Healthy & Happy Pregnancy
Gain Self-Esteem & Confidence: Develop Inner Strength
End Anger: Don’t Manage Your Anger …. Fix It
Solutions to Stress: Think Differently, Feel Differently
Stop Smoking: Enhance Your Health, Save Money
You Can Grow Your Own Hair! Cure Your Alopecia

Other Rapha™ Therapy Audio Material Available
Hypnosis Mind Relaxation Techniques
Six different ways to Relax Your Mind
Hints to Happiness
Quick tips to Enhance Your Happiness
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